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They conjure up images of unicorns, knights jousting, women playing lutes, lofty, stony Gothic castles. But they can also be 
elephant heads, transparent tubes, waterfalls, telephone switchboards, constructions that viewers can walk into and be 
enclosed.

Perhaps for want of a more suitable definition, a startling variety of flat and three-dimensional works in materials from 
silken threads to metal fibers are being called tapestry.

“Weaving is almost as obsolete a term as tapestry for what is happening today,” says Jack Lenor Larsen, the designer and 
former weaver, whose textiles showroom is a showcase for the works of many of today’s artisans. Mr. Larsen, who is 
co-authoring a book with Mildred Constantine of the Museum of Modern Art on the new hangings, prefers to call them 
“fiber forms” or “art fabrics” while he waits for someone to conjure a more apt word.

Actually, thread is the only element shared by the classic tapestry that warmed stony castle walls in the Middle Ages and 
the ultramodern creations of today. In fact, thread is the only bond the modern forms share with one another, anti it is 
used in many divergent ways: woven, knotted, crocheted, embroidered, knitted, braided or sewn.

A Pre-Columbian Touch

The modern artisan finds inspiration in many places, too: in Eastern European peasant tapestries, in modern painting and 
sculpture, in the pre-Columbian weavings of Peru.

Magdalena Abakanowicz, a 41-year-old artist based in Warsaw, combines in her work both elements of modern forms 
and the printed loom weaving used in Eastern European peasant tapestries.

The works, sometimes as tall as 20 feet, and combining as many as 20 massive elements into environments, are usually 
without figural pattern. Some have sleeves to peer into or apertures, and some have projections that look like fingers, 
fins or elephant trunks.

Miss Abakanowicz is considered one of the leading tapestry designers in the Communist bloc, where weaving and tapes-
try are regarded as people’s art and are Government-supported.

Because of this subsidization, many artists have ventured into avant-garde experiments. Jagoda Buic of Yugoslavia exem-
plified this with her sisal, jute, hemp and wool constructions that won acclaim at last year’s Venice Biennale.

Her forms are in contrast to those of Miss Abakanowicz. They are a shade smaller, more controlled in shape and more 
decorative because of the geo metric patterns she weaves or achieves with knotting.

The peasant weaving tradition is also evident in the naturalistic looking works of Ritzi and Peter Jaoobi, a Rumanian 
couple now living in Frankfurt, West Germany. The difference is that the couple do flat-woven tapestries that are then 
shaped into three-dimensional forms and, have transparent tubes filled with rope sprouting from the front to make them 
resemble such things as a telephone switchboard.



Modern painting and sculpture have also influenced the work of European craftsmen, such as in the abstract style of 
Herbert Scholten, a Dutch weaver. His flat-woven, interlaced layers of fabric have ribbons of woven wool looped in and 
out of the top surface.

His most spectacular design is a tapestry where the ribbon running vertically through the tapestry is so long that it 
comes straight out of the base, travels down the wall and out across the floor.

Spider-Like Patterns

The ribbonesque weaving of both Scholten and Moik Schiele, a 32-year-old Swiss artisan, will be among those repre-
sented at the International Biennial of Tapestry at Lausanne, Switzerland, in June. Miss Schiele loops ribbons through long, 
narrow panels or she weaves spider-like patterns in long strips hung in clusters.

The impetus for the current boom in weaving comes from the Americas rather than Europe, according to Paul J. Smith, 
director of the Museum of Contemporary Crafts. Pre-Columbian (Peruvian) weaving, revived and developed further in 
the late nineteen-fifties by such pioneering craftsmen as Lenore Tawney has spurred the changes, he said.

The birth of this innovative art-craft form was proclaimed in the craft museum’s 1963 show with further developments 
seen at the Museum of Modern Art five years later.

Since then artists have increasingly combined weaving with other nonwoven techniques or they have given up the loom 
entirely to concentrate on knotting, twisting, looping, braiding or needlework.

Sheila Hicks chooses to combine woven and nonwoven techniques in her reliefs that look like colorful, shimmering 
assemblages of tassels or pony’s tails. The Nebraska-born Miss Hicks maintains a studio in Paris and is, at 37, one of the 
most disciplined weavers at work today.

Although she has done thread “sculptures,” Miss Hicks keeps returning to reliefs and even to the flat weaves. An exhibi-
tion of her recent work opened in Rabat, Morocco, where she spent last year assisting native weavers to improve their 
designs and technology.

Claire Zeisler does waterfalls of fiber twisted neatly into circles at the top and hanging loose to the floor. And Frangoise 
Grossen does macramé (knotted laces and fringes) worked into 10-foot-wide hangings or fashioned into 20-foot-high 
columns. Many weavers are devising cocoon-like forms as this field’s answer to the art world’s environments. Olga de 
Amaral, a Columbian-born weaver married to an American, weaves strips of gauze-like cloth that are then knotted 
loosely and hung from the ceiling. They looked soft and supple when shown at the Museum of Contemporary Crafts 
recently.

Not all of these cocoon-like hangings are self-supporting. Barbara Shawcroft, who used to do life-sized stuffed weav-
ings of people, has one environment that keeps its shape with the aid of metal hoops used through the center of the 
construction and at the “front door.” The rest of this environment, to be shown in the California Design show opening 
Sunday at the Pasadena Art Museum, is of soft netting.

The textured reliefs of Evelyn Anselevicius, a 48-year-old American now working in Mexico, are often woven of all 
wool—and just as often are constructed of beading, feathers and metal fibers. The effects she achieves in rendering huge 
faces look three-dimensional or, when in an open weave, can be viewed from two sides.

Mrs. Anselevicius’s work is among the many designs by all the foregoing artisans except Miss Shawcroft, being shown at 
the Ruth Kaufmann Gallery, one of two new galleries opened here in the last year to show fiber forms. Mrs. Kaufmann 



moved last week to new quarters at 1167 Second Avenue (61st Street) where the collection can be viewed by appoint-
ment.

At Arras, 979 Third Avenue (at 59th Street) Adele Siegel has gathered a broad selection of hangings costing from 
$200 to $20,000 that range from traditional flat woven reproductions of modern painters’ works to three-dimensional 
designs. They include the double-layer constructions of Pierre Daquin, a 34-year-old Frenchman whose tapestries have 
slit-like openings in the top surface.

Peter Collingwood is also represented at Arras with transparent, two-dimensional hangings that borrow much from Le-
nore Tawny’s early work. But his optical, geometric patterns are stronger than Miss Tawney’s work and manage to convey 
a three-dimensional impression. The third artist of note here is Josep Grau-Gariga, a 42-year-old Spaniard, currently being 
feted with a oneman show at the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston. His weaving falls somewhere between the pictorial 
tapestries of Jean Lurcat and the reliefs of his contemporaries.

At Tapestry Associates, a third source that opened last fall in the apartment of Lee Neiman, 300 Central Park West, 10 
artists’ works can be seen by appointment. Their works range from $28 to $70 a square foot.

But whatever It is, the work of these artisans is changing the look of today’s home, office, bank and museum.

“When industry realizes what these craftsmen are doing, machineinade hangings like these will be turned out even fast-
er,” Mr. Larsen said. “And then the craftsmen will be on to something else.”




